I Can't Stop Tinkering With Xmonad! (NamedActions and GridSelect) - Invidious

I have an addiction. I'm addicted to configuring my window managers. There was nothing wrong with my Xmonad config. But I just couldn't stop myself from thinking that it could be better. So I decided to play around with two Xmonad libraries (NamedActions and GridSelect) and see if I could get them to do what I wanted.

The Worst Linux Advice You Will Ever Hear - Invidious

I've seen some pretty terrible pieces of linux advice out there but this is without a doubt the worst thing that I have ever heard.

389.5 ? The Martial Arts of Podcasting ? mintCast
In our Innards section, we interview Steve Seguin, creator of VDO.Ninja

- The Linux Link Tech Show Episode 959 [6]

Joel scans when he shops.
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